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Leading 
Self

Would you benefit from real time access to a change expert as well as
practical tools, tactics and templates as you work through your change
project?  

Yes, I would have loved that too when I was in your shoes, which is exactly
why I've developed the Cracking the Change Code program!

With no formal change management knowledge at that time, I was
continually frustrated by the time and mental energy being absorbed as I
tried to deliver on my change objectives.

Change can be a puzzle, particularly when we are trying to shift values,
attitudes and beliefs, and we know that organisations with high change
effectiveness are six times more likely to achieve their change objectives.
They'll also do this in a shorter time frame and with less impact on
workplace culture and productivity (Prosci 2017).

This six month 1:1 intensively supported program will provide you with
monthly tactical coaching sessions and practical tools and templates to
help you deliver on your change objectives.  You'll develop 
critical change leadership competencies to set you up for a future of
change success and reclaim much needed time and energy!

Tanya 
Tanya is a mentally healthy workplaces specialist and cultural change leader with more than 20+ years as a
business professional observing organisational and individual behaviour and seeing the impact of both on
psychological safety within the workplace. She has been consulting with clients to develop their mentally healthy
workplaces strategies and supporting them to navigate the change required to shift cultures and create a safe
space for team effectiveness and innovation. As a Leadership Coach, Tanya has supported many established and
emerging executives to manage change in environments where this is the norm; assisting them to lead effective
and psychologically safe change and manage change resistance which so often hamstrings organisational efforts
and impacts on leaders and followers alike.

Are you an Executive or senior HR/OD practitioner
driving change in your workplace?

"Tanya demonstrates

extensive knowledge

and understanding"

Exec Director

Mental Healthwww.tanyaheaneyvoogt.com      
     0438 513 929  tanya@tanyaheaneyvoogt.com 
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Workplace Change Risk, Readiness and Resistance Assessments

Six 1:1 Monthly Tactical Coaching Sessions 

Phone and Email support outside of monthly sessions to help you
remediate issues as they occur for the duration of the program.

Overcoming change resistance training videos 

Workplace Conflict
The Change Resistance Iceberg

Change Toolbag - Suite of tools and templates that you can customise
and use again in other change initiatives. Based on evidence based
best practice change methodologies, these templates will help you
plan, deliver and sustain your change project.

How to Implement Successful Change - Jeffrey M. Hiatt

Employee's Survival Guide to Change - Jeffrey M. Hiatt

Invitation to join a LinkedIn community of practice for Cracking the
Change Code participants and alumni.

Regular insights delivered straight to your inbox to support you in your
culture change journey.

The six month Cracking the Change Code program provides:

Topics:

Program Inclusions

Investment 
$5250.00 + GST


